
Tip: Use the Inbox tabs, the Filter options and the Advanced Search 
to organize similar items. This can make the review and editing 
process more efficient.
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Tip: The ‘Publishing’ section on the bottom of the Receipt Details 
page shows you the location that the item will be published to. 
When you’re ready, you can publish the item to FreeAgent using 
any of the green Publish buttons.
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NOTE: 

FREEAGENT:
THE DATA JOURNEY

Applicable if using Receipt Bank Extract

Once a client’s Receipt Bank account has been integrated to publish data to 
FreeAgent, Receipt Bank will extract and send your clients’ bookkeeping data to the 
cloud accounting software for reconciliation. This document takes you through each 
stage of the process.
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1. SUBMITTING

3. REVIEWING AND PUBLISHING

5. RECONCILIATION

Encourage your clients to submit expense documents 
on their own as soon as they receive them. This 
will guarantee:

Access your client’s Inbox in Receipt Bank. You can 
view all of their submissions here, and assess which 
items require review using the Status column on the 
right-hand side.

Reduced chasing of items

Healthy, real-time information about your 
clients’ accounts

Clients have control and confidence in the 
submission process

Receipt Bank’s extracts document information with a higher rate of 
accuracy than manual data entry.

Every item will be available for you to review and edit before publishing 
to FreeAgent.

From the Inbox, click on an item link in the Type column to access the 
corresponding Receipt Details page, where all of the item’s extracted 
information is viewable and editable. From here, you can fill any gaps or 
alter any data relating to the item.

2. EXTRACTING

Once an item has been submitted, Receipt Bank’s will extract all of the 
available data and present it in your client’s Receipt Bank Inbox:

4. Add Payments in FreeAgent

Log into FreeAgent and access the Bills tab for your client’s account. Your 
client’s submissions will be posted here, complete will all of the data 
confirmed in Receipt Bank.

You can match each line of your Bank Statement to the unpaid bills from 
your Bank Account page in the Banking tab of FreeAgent. Import your 
transactions via a Bank Feed, Bank Statement upload, or manual entry.

You can then allocate your unpaid bill images to each of the transactions 
on your bank statement by clicking into the transaction, changing the Type 
field to ‘Bill Payment’ and selecting the associated entry in the Bill field.

You can open the item, review the entry, and view the document image by 
clicking the reference number in the Reference Column.

The item will be showing as unpaid in FreeAgent. If the payment 
due date has passed, items will be displayed as “Overdue”.
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NOTE: 

Each transaction with an allocated bill will now be reconciled.

Ensure you have all the required entries displayed by selecting 
the correct accounting period from the Show dropdown at the 
top of the Bank Account Page.


